SB1f Testing Foods

SB1f Testing Foods Questions
• What type of polymer do you get when you
join together simple sugars?
• What are the colour changes when using
Benedict’s Reagent to test for sugar?
• What do the different colours indicate?
• Explain what you need to do to a non reducing
sugar initially before you can carry out the
Benedict’s test.

SB1f Testing Foods 2

SB1f Testing Foods 2 Questions
What do the following test results show about
substances found in a biscuit?
a) Biuret tests: turned purple.
b) Benedict’s test : stayed bright blue.
c) Iodine solution test: turned blue/black.
d) Ethanol emulsion test: cloudy emulsion at
top of sample.

SB1f Testing Foods 3

SB1f Testing Foods Questions 3
• Explain how the calorimeter is used to
measure the amount of energy in a piece of
food.
• Describe how you would use the calorimeter
to compare the amount of energy in two
different foods. Identify any sources of error
that could make the results less accurate.
• Compare what happens when food is burnt in
a calorimeter with respiration of food
molecules in a cell.

SB2e The Brain
Embryonic stem cells in a human embryo divide to produce more and more stem cells.
Once an embryo is 3 weeks old the stem cells in the brain area start to differentiate to
produce neurons ( nerve cells), which make up most of the brain. An adult brain has
about 86 billion neurons, which interconnect with one another and other parts of the
body to process information and control the body.

SB2e The Brain Questions
• Draw a table to summarise the structures and
functions of the major parts of the brain.
• Suggest why a professional pianist might have a
cerebellum that is larger than usual.
• Suggest why the medulla is sometimes referred to as
the automatic pilot of the brain.
• Give a function of the hypothalamus.
• Describe how most of the cells in the brain develop.

SB2f Brain and Spinal Cord Problems

Scanning allows scientists to look deeper into the brain than surgery does. It also
allows the study of a healthy individual without the risk of damaging the brain.
A CT scan shows the shapes of structures in the brain.
A PET scan shows brain activity.
Spinal Cord Damage
Damage to the spinal cord reduces the flow of information between the brain
and parts of the body.
Brain Tumours
Cancer cell soften divide rapidly to form a tumour. A brain tumour may squash
parts of the brain and stop them working.

SB2f Brain and Spinal Cord Problems Questions
• State two advantages of CT scanning to
investigate brain functions compared with
using electrodes during brain surgery.
• Karen’s spinal cord was cut in an accident.
Explain why the damage means that she will
never regain full movement or feeling.

SB2h The Eye
• Constricted pupil – small to reduce light entering
• Dilated pupil – larger to allow more light to enter
Image formation
• Light converges on the retina
• Path of rays is changed by the eye by refraction (carried out by cornea and lens)
• Ciliary muscles change the shape of the lens to keep image focussed on retina if the distance alters.
– Contracted ciliary muscles = loose ligament = lens more rounded = focus on nearby objects
– Relaxed ciliary muscles = taut ligaments = lens flattened = focus on distant objects
• No limit to how far away you can focus – far point is at infinity
Accommodation/ Focussing
• You near point is approx. 25cms – nearer and image is blurred.

Eye structure diagram

SB2h The Eye Questions
1. What are the main structures of
the eye?
2. What controls the amount of light
entering the eye?
3. Which medical techniques use harmful, ionising
radiation?
4. What distance is your far point when focussing?
5. Why does an image get blurred when it is nearer that
25cm to your eye?
6. What is the job of the ciliary muscle

SB2h The Eye – Eye Problems
Keywords
•
•
•
•

Short Sight– cannot focus on distant objects as light rays focus on a point in front of the retina
Long Sight – cannot focus on near objects as light rays focussed to a point behind the retina
Diverging Lenses – spreads out light rays
Converging Lenses – brings light rays together

•
•

Short and long sightedness
Near objects = lens is shorter and fatter
Distant object = lens is thinner

•

Short sighted
• Eyeball too long or cornea curved too sharply •
• Rays focussing in front of retina
• Distant objects are blurred
Long sighted
•
• Eyeball too short or lens not thick /curved
enough.
•
• Taut ciliary muscles still cannot bend the light
enough
•
• Near objects are blurred

Correcting vision
Short sight corrected by glasses with diverging
lenses
– Bends light apart to focus correctly on
retina
Long sight corrected by glasses with converging
lenses
– Refracts the light more to meet on the
retina.
Laser Correction
Uses a laser beam to reshape the front of the
cornea
Lasers make precise incisions without
damaging surrounding areas
Changes the way light is refracted by the
cornea

SB2h The Eye – Eye Problems Questions
1. A person who is long sighted struggles to focus what
objects?
2. What lens shape is needed to correct short sightedness?
3. What lens shape is needed to correct long sightedness?
4. State methods other than glasses that can be used to
correct vision problems
5. How can you permanently correct a person’s vision?
Explain how it works.

SB3a Sexual and Asexual Reproduction

SB3a Sexual and Asexual Reproduction Questions

• Strawberry plants can reproduce asexually.
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of
this form of reproduction.
• Why does asexual reproduction produce
offspring that are genetically identical?
• State with a reason, whether humans
reproduce sexually or asexually.

SB3d PROTEIN SYNTHESIS
Protein synthesis takes place in two stages – transcription and
translation…
Transcription:
• Transcription takes place inside the nucleus
• The DNA is first unzipped by breaking the weak hydrogen bonds
between the bases in the double helix – this separates the two
strands of DNA
• One of the DNA strands then acts as a template…:

– RNA bases that are complementary (i.e. that match) to the bases on the
DNA strand link together
– This forms a strand of messenger RNA (mRNA) that is complementary to
the DNA template strand - see diagram below

•

RNA vs DNA:

– RNA only has one strand (not two like DNA has)
– RNA has a base called uracil (U) instead of thymine (T)…
•
•
•
•

in RNA: adenine (A) bases pair with uracil (U) bases
in DNA: adenine (A) bases pair with thymine (T) bases
In the diagram an adenine (A) base on the strand of DNA is matched by a
complementary uracil (U) base on the mRNA strand
a thymine (T) base on the strand of DNA is matched by a complementary
adenine (A) base on the mRNA strand

SB3d Questions on Protein Synthesis
• Name the two processes in protein
manufacture
• Where does transcription occur?
• What bonds break when the DNA breaks
apart?
• What do we call the strand that is made that
joins to the single strand of DNA?
• What is the difference in coding in the mRNA?

SB3d DNA DISCOVERY

• In the 1950s,Rosalind Franklin was investigating the structure
of DNA. She directed beams of x-rays at purified DNA and used
photos to record how the DNA molecules scattered the x-rays
• At the same time, Watson and Crick were trying to build a 3D
molecular model of DNA, using data obtained by other
scientists. The detailed x-ray images from Franklin gave
Watson and Crick the clues they needed to come up with their
double helix model
• Watson and Crick published their findings and Franklin was
barely mentioned
• Eventually, though, it became clear that all 3 scientists (i.e not
just Watson and Crick) were key to the discovery of the
structure of DNA and they were all (except for Franklin, who
died beforehand) awarded Nobel Prizes

SB3d Questions – DNA Discovery
• In which decade was the structure of DNA
discovered?
• Who discovered DNA structure and what
particle was used?
• What were Watson and Crick using to build a
3D model of DNA?
• Who published their findings first?
• Who got awarded a Nobel prize?

SB3e Genetic Variants and Phenotypes

SB3e Genetic Variants and Phenotypes
Questions
• Describe what is meant by the term
phenotype.
• How likely is it that a variant will have a really
big effect on an organisms phenotype?
• Explain how a mutation leads to the formation
of a genetic variant.

SB3f Mendel

SB3f Mendel Questions
• Suggest why Mendel put his pollinated flowers
in bags.
• What do we call Mendel’s factors today?
• Describe how the work of Mendel contributed
to our understanding of genetics.

SB3i Multiple and Missing Alleles

SB3i Multiple and Missing Alleles with questions

Using a Punnett square, explain why a mother with blood group A and a father with
blood group B could have a child with any of the four blood groups.
Explain how ABO blood group alleles illustrate dominance, recessiveness and
codominance.

SB4c Development of Darwin’s Theory

SB4c Development of Darwin’s Theory with questions

All vertebrates have the same five-fingered ‘pentadactyl’ limb structure
From fossils, we know that even limbless vertebrates living on Earth
millions of years ago had a pentadactyl limb structure
This suggests that all vertebrates evolved from one common ancestor
hundreds of millions of years ago
• The pentadactyl limb has evolved differently in different vertebrates,
to adapt to different ways of living and moving
• How do we know that vertebrates had the same feature millions of
years ago?
• Why has this feature evolved differently in different vertebrates?

SB4f Tissue Culture
Tissue culture is the growing of cells or tissues in a liquid
containing nutrients or on a solid medium ( such as nutrient
agar). This is a useful way to grow many identical cells. These
may form a callus( a clump of undifferentiated cells). Sometimes
the cells are then treated to make them differentiate (become
specialised).
Tissue culture is used to produce new plants of very rare species
which are at risk of extinction. It is also used to produce new
individuals of plant species that may be difficult to grow from
seed , such as orchids. The technique is also use to produce
clones of GM plants.

SB4f Tissue Culture questions
• Give one example of how tissue culture is used in
medicine.
• Explain why all the cells in a plant callus are
genetically identical.
• Give one example of how tissue culture is used in
plant breeding.
• Describe one advantage of using tissue culture in
plant breeding and one advantage of using tissue
culture in medicine.

SB4h GM and Agriculture

SB4h GM and Agriculture Questions
• Explain why some insects are a problem in
agriculture.
• Suggest how plants were genetically modified
to produce Bt toxin.
• Explain how growing GM crops that are insect
resistant could a) benefit the environment or
b) harm the environment.
• Give two potential risks of growing genetically
engineered cloths.

SB4i Fertilisers and Biological Control

SB4i Fertilisers and Biological Control
Questions
• Explain how biological controls can increase
agricultural yields.
• Explain why adding fertiliser affects the yield
of crop plants.
• Explain why more fertiliser must be added to
a field with each new crop.

SB5f Virus Life Cycles
Viruses are not cells. They’re really tiny, about 1/100th the
size of bacterium. They replicate themselves inside the
infected organism cells. These cells then burst releasing
the viruses.

SB5f Virus Life Cycles
• What is a virus?
• Explain why viruses cannot replicate outside a
living cell.
• Compare the lytic and lysogenic pathways in a
viruses life cycle.

SB3g Plant Defences
Plants can protect themselves by producing
chemicals. Some of these can be used by
humans to prevent disease or relieve
symptoms.
1. Some leaves contain poisonous
chemicals to stop pests eating them e.g.
lupins
2. Some plants produce chemicals to kill
pathogens e.g. some potatoes are
resistant to potato blight (fungus)
Humans exploit this by…
a. Digoxin from foxgloves can be used to
treat heart disorders.
b. Quinine from cinchona trees can be
used to treat malaria.
c. Aspirin from willow tree bark is used as
pain and fever relief.

Pasteur showed that microorganisms
were responsible for some foods going
off and for some diseases. By using the
swan necked flask, microbes were
unable to get into the broth so it did
not spoil.

Plants attacked by pathogens can disrupt
the human food supply. Lack of food can
cause economic loss for farmers and lack
of food e.g. Potato blight was responsible
for the famine in Ireland that led to
1million deaths.

SB5g Plant Defences Questions
1. Describe Louis Pasteur's work in aseptic techniques.
2. What do plants do to protect themselves?
3. Name three plant poisons we use as drugs.
4. What is a pathogen?
5. What effect does plant attack by pests have on the
human food supply?

SB5h Plant Diseases

SB5h Plant Diseases with questions

• Suggest why crop plants that have diseases may
give a reduced yield.
• Describe 3 ways in which plant diseases may be
identified.
• Give 2 physical methods that plants use to
defend themselves against pathogens.

SB5l Monoclonal Antibodies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Uses of Monoclonal Antibodies
Pregnancy Testing
Used to detect the hormone hGC.
This hormone is found in the urine of pregnant women.
If hGC is in the urine it binds to the monoclonal antibodies on the test stick and
changes colour.
Diagnosis and treatment of cancer and blood clots,
Monoclonal antibodies can be made slightly radioactive.
They can bind to antigens on the surface of cancer cells or platelets in blood clots.
Radioactive monoclonal antibodies are injected into the patient and they are
scanned to show where the radioactive monoclonal antibodies have stuck.
Some chemotherapy drugs can be bound to the monoclonal antibody.
When these are injected into the body the monoclonal antibody sticks to the
tumour and the drug affects only the cells that it is bound to.
Less drugs are needed as their action is targeted.
Less side effects are noticed.
Less drug is wasted so it is cheaper.

SB5l Monoclonal Antibodies Questions
1. How are monoclonal antibodies formed?
Draw a diagram
2. State three uses of monoclonal antibodies.
3. Describe how a pregnancy test works

SB6e Plant Adaptations

SB6e Plant Adaptations with questions

• Give 3 ways that leaves are specialised to maximise the
diffusion of oxygen and carbon dioxide.
• How are plant roots adapted to be able to absorb lots of
water and mineral ions from the soil?
• Mamzanita bushes live in deserts. They have small leaves
that have a very thick cuticle. Explain the functions of
these features of the plant.

SB6f Plant Hormones
Tropisms
Responding to a stimulus by growing towards or away from it is called a tropism A tropism caused by light is called a
phototropism. A tropism caused by gravity is called a gravitropism.
A tropism away from a stimulus is a negative tropism and tropism towards a stimulus is a positive tropism.
Auxins and positive phototropism in shoots
Plant shoots grow towards sunlight – ‘positive phototropism’ because they need sunlight for photosynthesis. This
positive phototropism in shoots is caused by plant hormones called auxins.
Auxins are produced in the tips of shoots, where they cause elongation of cells. If a shoot is grown with light coming
from only one direction, auxins move to the shaded side of the shoot. The presence of auxins makes the cells on the
shaded side elongate more and cause the shoot to grow upwards towards the light. Auxins are only present at the tips
of shoots and if the tips are cut then auxins are removed and shoots will not grow towards the light source.
Auxins and positive gravitropism in roots
Root tips grow downwards in the direction of gravity – ‘positive gravitropism’ because it helps them anchor the plant in
place and reach moisture underground (important because water is needed for photosynthesis). Positive gravitropism in
roots is also caused by auxins. In root tips, auxins have the opposite effect to that in shoots (i.e. they inhibit cell
elongation instead of promoting it. Auxins accumulate on the bottom side of root tips and stop these cells elongating
which causes the root to bend downwards in the direction gravity is acting.
Gibberellins stimulate growth of seeds
When a seed germinates, roots and a shoot start to grow. Some seeds need periods of darkness or cold before they will
germinate and once this period is completed, the seed releases plant hormones called gibberellins.
Gibberellins cause starch stored in a seed to be turned into sugars that the seed uses as energy to grow. Gibberellins
also stimulate flower and fruit production in some plant species.

SB6f Plant Hormones Questions
• Define the word tropism.
• What are the tropisms caused by light and by
gravity?
• What is the difference between a negative and
positive tropism?
• Describe the action of auxins in shoots.
• How is the action of auxins in roots different from
in shoots?
• What does gibberellin do?

SB6g Uses of Plant Hormones
USES OF PLANT HORMONES
Selective weedkillers: In the Vietnam War, a weedkiller containing artificial auxins called Agent Orange

was used to destroy the jungle so that the Americans could see enemy movements
Artificial auxin is still used as a selective weedkiller because it only makes plants with broad leaves (e.g
daisies) grow out of control and die - plants with narrow leaves (e.g. wheat and grass) are unaffected hence
farmers can kill all the weeds in a field without affecting their crop.
Rooting powder: Artificial auxins are also used in rooting powders. Dipping plant cuttings (parts of plants) in
rooting powder gives a much faster root growth compared to growing plants from seed

Seedless fruit: Some seedless fruits are produced using plant hormones. Other plants, like some varieties of
grape, are naturally seedless but have small fruits so the fruits are sprayed with gibberellins to increase their
size.
Fruit ripening: Plant hormones naturally control the ripening of fruits so farmers can use plant hormones to
control when and how ripening occurs. Plant hormones are sprayed onto Fruit trees to stop the fruit falling
off. This stops fruits falling and becoming damaged and also allows the fruit to grow bigger. Plant hormones
sprayed onto Fruit trees also speed up ripening so that all the fruit ripens together and can be picked off the
trees all in one go. Plant hormones are sprayed onto unripe fruit to make them ripe.

SB6g Uses of Plant Hormones
Questions.
• Describe three uses of plant hormones.
• Cuttings can develop roots without rooting
powder. What is the advantage of using
rooting powder?
• Explain how the use of selective weedkiller
allows weeds on a playing field to be killed off
without affecting the grass.

SB7g Thermoregulation
The control of body temperature is called thermoregulation. Body temperature must be maintained at 37°C
because enzymes that help many chemical reactions to occur work best at this temperature. At too high
temperatures, enzymes become denatured (lose their shape and stop working)
A small part of the brain called the hypothalamus constantly monitors body temperature. It receives
information from nerve endings in the dermis of the skin about the temperature outside the body and it
receives information about the temperature inside the body from the blood.
If the body temperature goes below 37°C the body will use the following mechanisms to raise temperature:
1. Shivering: The hypothalamus causes muscles to shiver - shivering releases heat which warms you up
2. Hairs stand on end: The hypothalamus causes erector muscles in the dermis to contract and the body
hairs stand upright. This traps more air next to the skin, providing insulation
3. Vasoconstriction: Hypothalamus causes blood vessels to narrow (‘vasoconstriction’) so blood flow to
the surface of the skin is reduced and therefore less heat is lost.
If the body temperature goes above 37°C the body will use the following mechanisms to raise temperature:
1. Sweating: The hypothalamus causes sweating. As sweat evaporates it transfers heat energy from the
skin to the surroundings and the skin cools down
2. Hairs lie flat: The hypothalamus causes erector muscles in the dermis to
relax sot hey lie flat and no heat is trapped between hairs which cools us
down
3. Vasodilation: Hypothalamus causes blood vessels to widen
(‘vasodilation’) and blood flow to the surface of the skin is increased so more
heat is lost.
Thermoregulation is an example of negative feedback which means that as a
change to the body happens in one direction, mechanisms in the body work to make it change in the
opposite direction. e.g if we get too hot, mechanisms in the body help us to cool down.

SB7g Thermoregulation Questions
• What is thermoregulation?
• Why is it important that body temperature remains at
37oC?
• What is the name of the part of the brain that
maintains body temperature?
• Name two ways that the body can increase its
temperature?
• Name two ways that the body can decrease its
temperature?
• How does sweating bring the body temperature down?
• What is vasoconstriction and vasodilation?
• What is negative feedback?

SB7h&i Osmoregulation & the Kidneys
Cell metabolism leads to
a build up of waste
products such as UREA
and CO2. These need to
be removed.
Urea is produced from
the breakdown of excess
AMINO ACIDS and is
removed by the
KIDNEYS.
Treatments for kidney failure
1. Dialysis – a machine that removes waste products from the blood. They are expensive
and dialysis takes a long time.
2. Kidney Transplant – Requires a donor with similar antigens to the recipient or the
transplanted kidney will be rejected. Even with a good match, lifelong medication is
required to prevent rejection.

SB7h&i Osmoregulation & the Kidneys questions

1. Name three waste products of cell
metabolism.
2. What is urea formed from?
3. What are the main organs in the urinary
system?
4. State the three treatments for kidney
disease.
5. State two disadvantages of dialysis.

SB7h&i Osmoregulation
& the Kidneys 2

Glomerulus – Network of capillaries
into which blood from the renal artery
flows. High pressure causes small
molecules such as water, salt, urea and
glucose to be filtered out –
ULTRAFILTRATION.
Bowmans Capsule – Collects the water,
urea, salt and glucose as the pass from
the blood into the nephron.
Convoluted tubule – Selective
reabsorption of some water, some salt
and all glucose occurs here.

Anything left in the nephron after the
collecting duct is now urine which passes
to the bladder for excretion.

Loop of Henle – Water is reabsorbed
here – OSMOREGULATION.
Collecting Duct – The final part of the
nephron where water is reabsorbed –
OSMOREGULATION.

SB7h&i Osmoregulation
& the Kidneys 2 Questions
1.
2.

3.
4.

What are the main parts of the nephron?
Where do the following processes take
place? filtration, selective reabsorption of
glucose, reabsorption of water.
What does the term ultrafiltration mean?
What does the term osmoregulation mean?

SB7h&i Osmoregulation & the Kidneys 3

Water concentration in
the blood is regulated
by ADH produced by
the Pituitary Gland.
ADH production is controlled by NEGATIVE FEEDBACK.
Negative feedback is where a change in a factor leads to the
opposite change happening to keep conditions constant.
When water level is too high, the body detects this and reverses
the change by secreting less ADH.

SB7h&i Osmoregulation & the Kidneys 3
questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Which hormone regulates water content?
Where is it produced and released?
What is meant by negative feedback?
What effect will an increase in this hormone
have on water content of the blood?

SB8b Factors affecting diffusion.

•

The rate of diffusion can be affected by concentration, surface area, distance and
temperature.

SB8b Factors affecting diffusion with questions

SB9b Energy Transfers
Energy Transfers in Food Chains
Energy is stored inside each living organism as ‘biomass’ (the total mass of an
organism)
The energy stored in biomass is transferred to the next organism in the food chain
when it’s eaten. However, some of the energy is lost.
e.g. of the 8,450J in plants, 780J is passed on to rabbits when they eat the plants. The
remaining 7,670J is lost.
So at each trophic level of a food chain, there is less and less energy to provide energy
for another level and this limits the length of a food chain
• There is less and less energy in the biomass at each trophic level is represented as
a ‘pyramid of biomass’…i.e:
•

•

– Lots of energy in the biomass at the producer stage shown as a wide base
– Little energy in the biomass at the secondary consumer level shown as a narrow top

Energy in biomass can be lost between trophic levels as a result of:
–
–
–
–
–

Respiration
Excretion
Regulation of body temperature (energy is lost as heat)
Movement/exercise
Not all of the organism being eaten

SB9b Energy Transfers Questions
• Identify the energy transfers to and from a
herbivore.
• State how energy is transferred to a plant.
• Why is a pyramid of biomass a pyramid?
• Give 4 reasons why energy is lost at each
level.

SB9e Assessing Pollution

• Pollution levels can be measured directly. The
presence or absence of certain living organisms can
also act as an indicator of the amount of pollution.
These are known as indicator species.

SB9e Assessing Pollution Questions

• Explain what is meant by an indicator species for
pollution.
• Why can certain lichen species be used as
indicators of nitrogen oxide pollution?
• Explain how black spot fungus on roses can be used
as an indicator for air pollution.

SB9i Food Security

Global Food Security – ensuring there is enough food for
everyone in a world with an increasing population.
Integrated Pest Management – Reducing the number of pest
species using a coordinated treatment of different pest control
methods.
Conventional Plant Breeding – Producing new plants by using
the natural technique of cross breeding two plants.
How can we ensure we meet the needs of a growing population?
1. Use new varieties of crops produced by conventional plant breeding.
2. Use an Integrated Pest Management System
3. Use Crop Rotation to avoid the build up of diseases
4. Use GM techniques to engineer plants with desired characteristics
Advantages of Biofuels

Disadvantages of Biofuels

Biofuels are renewable

Requires large amount of land

Biofuels are carbon neutral (the Carbon
This reduces the amount of land that
Dioxide they take in during their growth is be used for growing crops
equal to that they release when burned)

SB9i Food Security
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is meant by a 'global food security
crisis'?
Describe what an integrated pest
management system is.
If a plant is produced by conventional
methods, describe what his means.
State two advantages and two
disadvantages of the use of biofuels over
fossil fuels.

SB9m Rates of Decomposition
Waste products and dead organisms are broken down by decomposers. The
main types of decomposers are microorganisms, such as bacteria and fungi.

SB9m Rates of Decomposition Questions
• Give examples of two groups of decomposers.
• Explain why the rate of decomposition of food
is usually reduced by a) reducing the
temperature & b) reducing the oxygen
concentration.
• Pickling reduces pH, explain why this helps to
preserve food.
• Describe how you would build a compost
heap to win a fastest ever compost
competition. Explain your design.

